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In Waning Days of Presidency, Bush Turns
Attention to Presidential Library

As President Bush prepares to
hand over the White House to Barack Obama, he is devoting more
of his energy to shaping the legacy
he will leave behind for future generations of Americans. The George
W. Bush Presidential Library will
be situated next door to the Presidential Library of the elder Bush,
“So that visitors can get a 2-for-1
sort of deal,” said a White House
spokesperson.
The highly secretive Bush administration has generously promised that a number of its documents
and records will be available to the
public, although it is likely that
they will be completely incinerated
beforehand. Indeed, the Library
will contain rather limited reading material: W. Bush favorites Go
Dog Go, the Patriot Act, and an
unknown Dr. Seuss book comprise
the entirety of the written archives
Bush has hinted that some unique
exhibits will incorporated, includ-

Student Stops Texting—
Grad Student

ing real weapons of mass destruction from Iraq, a shooting range
with Osama bin-Laden targets, and
a small-scale replica of the Guantanamo Bay Facility (with live detainees). The architect’s plans also

show that Bush’s approval ratings
will be showcased on the walls, although most of them will be turned
upside-down to present a more
favorable view of the President’s
tenure in office.

Obama Names David Plouffe to Head New Department of Spam

WASHINGTON, D.C—In a historic move keeping with campaign
practices and marking the growth
of electronic communication,
President Elect Barack Obama has
announced the creation of a new
Department of Spam, to be headed
by David Plouffe.

Massive Fonzie Scheme
Fraud Stole Hearts, Minds
of 1970s Audiences

Plouffe is known for his unremitting emails to supporters, sometimes numbering in the tens per
week, asking for donations and
forwarding video clips of ads and
campaign speeches.
“I have great confidence in David,”
said Obama at a
press conference announcing the decision. “He has shown
time and again that
he is has the shamelessness and
persistence to spam millions of
Americans many times a day,
breaking through even the toughest
spam filters.”
On the Hill, where the appointment will have to be confirmed by

the Senate, some lawmakers questioned the decision and pick.
“I’ve been on the Hill for years
fighting pork projects and the
President Elect has the gall to cre-

“Just because their
retirement accounts are
empty doesn’t mean their
inboxes have to be.”
ate a department of spam?” said
Senator John McCain, notoriously
computer illiterate, who believed at
first the department had something
to do with the canned meat product
Spam. “What’s next, ambassador
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to Hillshire Farms and a Department of Bacos?”
The new department will be responsible for sending superfluous
emails to Americans. “David’s
role will change very little from the
campaign,” said Obama. “Our first
action will be to spam the country
about a drawing we’re having for
new contributors,” said Obama.
“The winner will get to pet our new
puppy.”
“The American people can rest
assured: just because their retirement accounts are empty doesn’t
mean their inboxes have to be,”
said Plouffe. “I look forward to
continuing to work with President
Elect Obama on the important task
of filling your inbox with crap.”
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“ Are you also attending the inauguration of Shelley Gao to become assu senate chair?”
--STANFORD STUDENTS ALL AROUND CAMPUS, WHO EAGERLY AWAIT THE CHANGE IN GOVERNMENT

REBUS PUZZLES

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

NUMBERS

895,332

The number
of songs that
continue to be
downloaded illegally daily in
the United States. Unfortunately, that means that the new
Recording Industry Association of America policy has altered the internet using behaviors of a total of three people
nationwide. This also means that thousands of lawyers filing litigation against illegal downloaders of music will be
out of a job. Time to move on to more important litigation
like tort reform.

last weeks answers: UNDERGROUND RAILROAD, POWER PLAY, TIP
TOP SHAPE, TRIO

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to
decode the message or quote below. HINT I=G

“FYTYICAKC YD SMC WHSMCG HO IHHF OHGSLAC, ZAF YFTCACDD, YSD HXXHDYSC, ACBCG VGHLIMS Z WZA SH SMC IHZT HO ZAN HO MYD VCDS EYDMCD.”
- WYILCT FC KCGBZASCD

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “THE HEIGHTS BY GREAT MEN REACHED AND KEPT WERE NOT ATTAINED BY SUDDEN FLIGHT,BUT THEY, WHILE
THEIR COMPANIONS SLEPT, WERE TOILING UPWARDS IN THE NIGHT.” - HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW

SUDOKU

Level: 96mph

Fill in the grid so each column,
row, and 3x3 box has the
numbers 1 through 9.

JUMBLE

Unscramble these four ordinary
jumbles, and use the letters in
circles to answer the final question.

SONIJ

LIRWT
KNIGFA
HOW THE PLUMBER
FELT AFTER A GOOD
DAY ON THE JOB

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

Note: All names and stories are fictional, unless public
figures are being satirized. Remember, these are all jokes.

POWNEA

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: GRIMY, DUCKS, ADOPTS, PROVEN, what the
donald played in the bridge game THE TRUMP CARD
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